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Read any thought leadership blog on better email marketing 
and you’ll no doubt get into the optimization rabbit hole, 
as if it was the only way to make more money from email 
marketing. How many characters constitute the perfect 
subject line length? How many calls-to-action generate the 
best click-through rates? What’s better, a pre-work or post-
work send time...maybe even weekends? And what are the 
pros and cons of including images? 

All of these questions are important to consider for 
getting your emails opened, read, and clicked. However, 
once you’ve read 101 Email Subject Line Tips Volume 2, 
its sequels, and applied its findings, the gains, however 
welcome, will only result in revenue gains that are the tip of 
a monstrous iceberg.  

The most efficient way to crush one’s email marketing KPIs 
is to significantly grow the list of opt-ins in your database 
— as the more people you can email, the more opens and 
clicks you will be getting. To put it crudely: if you double 
your marketing database in the right way, you will double 
the amount of revenue you’re able to make from your 
marketing initiatives. 

This white paper will arm you with the tools to do just that, 
showing, rather than merely telling you all the different ways  
to collect email marketing opt-ins across all channels; from 
the largest screen to the smallest ad unit, web pages to 
mobile, social stories to microsites.  

Then we are going to take it that step further, by furnishing 
you with the expertise to collect more than just a name, and 
an email address, but a host of psychographic data points, 
purchase intent and preference insights so your email list 
can be abounding with the data you need to deliver truly 
personalized email marketing. 

when it comes to driving sales, email 
beats banner ads, social media native 

apps and organic posts by 180%

of U.S. consumers have made a 
purchase from an email sent by a 
brand or retailer in last 12 months 
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of location tracking, and consumers regularly clearing cookies. 
Where privacy has normally been an afterthought of most B2C 
brands’ go-to-market strategy, limited to a generic policy buried 
on the annals of its website and exists solely for mitigation 
purposes, it is now as vital a differentiator as price, product, and 
customer experience. 

For marketers that have relied on third-party data sets and 
cookie tracking to power its email marketing initiatives, this time 
of digital disruption is quite the headache. However, for those 
marketers committed to forging honest, meaningful relationships, 
and adopting a fully-fledged privacy-first strategy, the rewards 
are limitless. They will have the ability to collect the marketing 
opt-ins and granular psychographic data points needed to beat 
their competitors, and retain their customers.

If you buy data from a third party, that is 
a risky element that could get you in hot 
water not just with the client for being 
creepy, but potentially with regulators.” 

Mark Grannan,  
Senior Analyst, Forrester

“

of U.S. consumers have 
installed an ad blocker

of U.S. consumers delete 
cookies regularly

The State of Play

Data & Privacy 
A couple of years on, and the fallout from the Cambridge 
Analytica scandal seems no closer to abating. Facebook remains 
part of the daily news cycle for perpetual privacy breaches, 
Google has been under the spotlight for surreptitious location 
tracking, and consumers are becoming ever-more cognizant of 
the value of their data. 

Privacy legislation may have swept the globe, in the form of the 
GDPR in Europe and CCPA in North America, as well as some 
eye-watering fines meted out for non-compliance at major 
brands. But consumers are still taking control of their data, 
resulting in a stark rise in ad-blocking tech adoption, the disabling 
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Size Matters

How Do You Double Your 
Email Marketing Database?
The first thing to say here is: never purchase a list from a third-
party vendor. We like to think most marketers are at the stage in 
their digital marketing journey where they understand and adhere 
to best practices for acquiring data. But sadly, all too many have 
been guilty of loading their CRMs with third-party data sets from 
aggregators because it is a quick fix. And this quick fix has led to 
consumer mistrust, along with stale, bad data clogging up CRMs.

Good email lists simply aren’t for sale. Sending emails to 
purchased lists will inevitably harm your deliverability and IP 
reputation but it is also a one-way ticket to the spam folder or a 
declining reputation with your email provider and prospects alike. 

Ultimately, the email inbox is a private space that belongs to 
the consumer, and you should only be sending content there if 
you have been invited to do so. So how do you go about quickly 
ratcheting up your list of marketable opt-ins? The answer: data-
gathering interactive experiences.
 

Interactive experiences don’t merely need to live in the confines 
of web pages, they can be rapidly configured and deployed to 
any digital space. To get maximum eyeballs and engagement 
you need to deliver these experiences to digital channels where 
your prospects spend their time online — whether social stories, 
ad units, social news feeds, mobile apps — if it’s digital it’s 
covered. It’s the ABCD of marketing in this new age of privacy; 
Always Be Collecting Data. Doing that across all channels, 
whenever you can is the best way to build your database.

These engaging experiences can be anything from sweepstakes 
to polls, countdown reveals to fully-fledged microsites, the key 
is that they incorporate data capture mechanics that collect 
your prospects’ names, email addresses and marketing opt-ins. 
But it’s not merely a case of ask and you shall receive, you need 
to offer a tangible value exchange to obtain this crucial, explicitly 
declared first-party data.

of marketers admit bad data 
hinders their ability to provide a truly 

excellent personalized service 

of marketers believe using first-party 
data is critical to their growth
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Social stories have rapidly become the news feed 
for digitally savvy consumers, and marketers have 
capitalized on this by placing experiences or ads 
within social stories. However, those ads can take a 
rather problematic 5 seconds to load — a reason for 
consumers to skip them and a headache for marketers. 
Studies show that a page load time of under 1 second 
has a bounce rate of 7%, however for 5 seconds it’s 
over 400% higher. 

Cheetah Experiences-powered call-to-action pages 
have been optimized to load instantly, keeping fickle 
consumers engaged. Vodafone drove huge amounts 
of first-party data collection and outperformed the 
traditional display advertising strategy by leveraging 
Cheetah Experiences and seamlessly incorporating 
data capture mechanics into the interactive story.

Vodafone 

Interactive Social Story

conversion rate
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Discovery, Inc. wanted to grow its email marketing database, 
and then some. So, with a little helping hand from Cheetah 
Experiences, they devised the Dream Home 2019 competition, 
giving viewers the chance to win a waterfront paradise in Florida.

We don’t all have a house in sunny Florida to give away, but this 
campaign demonstrates that, by offering a fun and easy to enter 
sweepstakes, complemented by a prize that excites your target 
demographic, you can quickly grow your opt-in list. 

After adding their basic personal information, entrants were then 
nudged to sign up for some of Discovery’s various weekly and 
monthly brand newsletters to further drive engagement once the 
campaign had finished.

Discovery, Inc. 

Cheetah Experiences has allowed us to 
securely collect customer data and activate 

key audiences. We have experienced an 
uptick in response rates and customer 

engagement as a result. 

Joshua Eldridge, Business Intelligence Director,  
HGTV 

“

Sweepstakes

marketing opt-ins
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The Value Exchange

Economy
Digital consumers are more scrupulous than ever when  
it comes to handing over their personal details and  
preference data. If you want to earn their trust, you need  
to offer a value exchange.

To collect the email addresses and opt-ins required to crush 
your email marketing KPIs, consumers need to be entertained, 
engaged, and receive something in return for their attention 
and data. With individuals exposed to over 5,000 marketing 
messages a day, marketers need to strive to create that 
moment of magic that captures attention and facilitates 
direct engagement with consumers.

The value exchange economy is where marketers offer 
consumers something in return for their attention, 
engagement, and preference data. And it doesn’t always  
have to be a discount or red-letter prize; exclusive content, 
social kudos, personalized recommendations, and loyalty 
points can also be the catalyst for the collection of  
marketing opt-ins and self-reported data. 

The interactive experiences discussed in the previous chapter 
— sweepstakes, polls, and social stories — can seamlessly 
incorporate incentive mechanics that give consumers a tangible 
reason to submit their PII data.

But an email address is just the starting point, merely phase 
one in the customer experience. Interactive experiences can be 
configured to ask questions that help you shape your messaging 
to that consumer. And by asking, rather than inferring, you can 
complement your emails list with a host of psychographic data 
points. This is zero-party data — and it’s gold. 

of U.S. consumers are prepared 
to share what products they may 

purchase in the future

of U.S. consumers will reveal purchase 
intent and other psychographic data in 

return for loyalty points and rewards

42% 89%
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Air New Zealand’s “You Say Yay” interactive mobile quiz serves to 
organically promote its flight destinations by asking consumers 
about their favorite pastimes and offering personalized vacation 
suggestions in return.

So if a user answered surfing, sunshine, and cocktails they might 
be served deals to Los Angeles, alternatively, if they submitted craft 
beer, baseball, and pizza they may get Chicago.

What may appear to be a fleeting experience, in fact gathered 
psychographic data points which informed its product offerings, 
future paid media campaigns and go to market strategies, 
delivering truly-personalized, contextual vacation recommendations 
to consumers that yielded impressive results in terms of both 
database growth, ROI and sales.

Air New Zealand

Personalized  
Recommendations

 sales directly tracked to 
this single campaign 

marketing opt-ins with 
preference insights collected   

ROI
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Upon spending £30 on fuel at a Shell station, customers 
were presented with one of over 3 million scratch cards 
containing  a unique code for the chance to win Avengers 
themed prizes. 

Customers needed to simply enter their code online with 
a small amount of PII data, where it would be instantly 
validated by the Cheetah Experiences platform and 
seamlessly pushed into Shell’s marketing stack. With 
285k entries and a conversion rate of 65%, the campaign 
proved to be a huge success for Shell. 

Chance To Win
Shell

revenue accrued in just 9 weeks 

of email addresses collected 
were new contacts

$8.5M
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In partnership with revered department store John Lewis & 
Partners, The Telegraph developed a highly-engaging product 
picker quiz to give it’s database building a jolt, collect rich 
customer data and boost sales. 

The quiz took participants through a series of multiple-choice 
questions to learn their perfect living room design style 
based on their personality and lifestyle. Choose cocktails, 
candlelight, coffee aromas and you may receive “Entertaining” 
complemented by all of the products to shop that particular 
look. By entering their details, participants were entered into a 
draw to win their recommended products. 

Not only were John Lewis & Partners providing valuable 
personalized shoppable recommendations for a short-term 
boost in sales, but more importantly, they’re collecting marketing 
opt-ins, complemented with 5 psychographic data points 
per customer that they can use to highly-personalize future 
marketing campaigns - stripping back the money shelled on 
generic one-size-fits-all advertising campaigns.

Personalized Lifestyle  
Product Recommendations 
& Chance To Win

The Telegraph + John Lewis & Partners

zero-party data records 
captured

conversion  
rate
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Reckitt Benckiser turned to Cheetah Experiences to 
replace the brand’s existing research techniques, which 
were both costly and time-consuming, with more 
efficient and effective online research. 

Its “Fragrance Selector” campaign gave consumers the 
chance to design their own unique scent. This allowed 
Reckitt Benckiser to capture valuable audience data 
and marketing opt-ins, with the value exchange of the 
opportunity to win this unique product. 

To consumers, the ‘Fragrance Selector’ campaign 
was a fun, interactive engagement, but to the brand 
it was so much more. It converted their marketing 
efforts into invaluable product research which informed 
future product development. Outbound promotional 
spend came home in the form of new opted-in 
contacts in their database - that increased ROI and led 
ultimately to a cost saving by increasing their ability 
to communicate directly with consumers rather than 
paying to reach them in the future through advertising.

Highly-Personalized 
Products

Reckitt Benckiser

entries
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Michelob Ultra; a beer brand within the AB InBev 
family launched an exciting competition - to 
give everyday athletes who enjoy a beer, as well 
as the burn, the opportunity to become a brand 
ambassador. 

Michelob Ultra, a low-calorie beer identified its target 
market as fitness enthusiasts and launched a sign-
up campaign for applicants to apply. For the chance 
to become an ambassador, and receive all the perks 
that come with it, hopefuls were required to submit 
their preference insights and purchase motivations, 
as well as opting-in to future marketing. 

The campaign furnished AB InBev with a list of 
highly-engaged marketable candidates.

Brand Ambassador 
Campaign

AB in Bev

psychographic data  
points collected per entry   

entries

7
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Personalization

Zero-Party Data
This guide isn’t just about list growth. As Forrester declared in their recent 
analyst report “For most marketers, first-party data has historically been 
their most valuable data. As we enter the era of privacy regulations, an 
important subset is zero-party data.” 

For the uninitiated, zero-party data is not first-party data with a 2020 
rebrand. First-party data is collected during sales and form conversions, 
and includes things like past purchases, email address, date of birth and the 
like. As we discussed, it’s vitally important information, but it’s rooted in the 
past, rather than the future. Future purchases and behaviour can only be 
predicted and inferred from first-party data. 

Zero-party data is a class of preference data collected directly 
from consumers and not by purchasing lists, or cookie tracking. 
Imperatively, zero-party data is accurate information and never 
inferred. 

Marketers can collect it by connecting directly with consumers and 
gathering the data, insights, permissions, and psychographic data 
points they need to power email marketing that crushes their KPIs 
(BTW, it also powers smarter advertising and paid media… but that’s 
for another paper). 

Quite simply, it’s self-reported data like purchase intentions, 
emotional sentiment for brand  and products, along with preference 
insights to improve personalization and help build up a picture of 
the consumer. As it comes directly and willingly from the consumer, 
there are no intermediaries and no guesswork. It’s a relationship 
between brand and consumer, with no parties in the middle.

So you don’t just know what your customers have done in the past,  
you have the data to know what they will do in the future.

of consumers would supply 
preference data in return for 

discounts and coupons
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Third-Party Data

Inferred
Data

Inferred household
income

Mobile device ID 
Set-top box data

Purchase preferences
Social media

page likes

Product/category
preferences

Web cookie data
Partner data

Self-identified
household income

Cross-device
identify matching

Loyalty program activity
Purchase history

Date of birth
Mailing address

Preference insights 
and purchase intentions

Observed
Data

Self-Reported
Data

Second-Party Data

First-Party Data

Zero-Party Data

Consumer Data Types

“
Zero-party data is that which a customer intentionally and 

proactively shares with a brand. It can include purchase 
intentions, personal context, and how the individual wants 

the brand to recognize her.

Fatemah Khatibloo, Principal Analyst, Forrester
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Leading global archery brand Bowtech has adopted an aggressive 
consumer database growth strategy over the last three years and 
it has become their biggest weapon against unforeseen events like 
the recent COVID-19 pandemic. 

Because they have almost one million consumer contacts, 
enriched with postal/zip code, mobile number, and various other 
psychographic data points like preference insights and purchase 
motivations, they can reach consumers with highly-personalized 
email and SMS messages as needed. Using postal codes aligned 
with key brick and mortar locations, they can laser-focus invites 
to their best consumers encouraging them to book safe one-
on-one appointments that respect social distancing in their top 
independent dealerships across North America. 

Consumer Database Enriched  
with Psychographic Data 

Bowtech

almost 1 million zero-party data 
records collected, enriched on 
average by 150 psychographic 

data points per customer

zero-party data revealed 53% of 
these sales replaced a competitor’s 

product to lift market share

in trackable revenue booked in brick 
and mortar locations within 3 weeks 

during Covid-19 lockdown
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Kiwibank wanted to get to learn about their prospects and 
customers to better personalize their email marketing and offers. 

The “Meet Your Money Self” interactive quiz was designed to 
profile consumers’ spending habits in return for personalized 
financial advice. It leveraged 10 questions based on spending 
habits to help better understand customers, collecting rich 
psychographic data in return for advice to help participants 
spend, save or invest their money more effectively. 

With Cheetah Experiences, Kiwibank was able to quickly and 
painlessly create and launch an interactive experience that 
incentivised customers to share personal information willingly. 
Data that would enrich their customer profiles and help Kiwibank 
improve and deliver more personalised customer experience.

Build Rich  
Customer Profiles

Kiwibank

conversion rate marketing opt-ins enriched 
with zero-part data
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The online women’s fashion vertical is a highly-competitive 
space. Instead of enlisting influencers or spending budget 
on a scattergun advertising campaign, Windsor created an 
engaging quiz that collected style preferences in return for 
the chance to win clothing vouchers. 

Shoppers were taken through a selection of fun, preference-
based questions surrounding the party style, before 
submitting their personal contact details to see their results 
and for the chance to win.

The self-reported insights collected meant that future 
promotional spend could be highly-personalized, direct-to-
customer product recommendations.

Granular Fashion  
Recommendations

Windsor

zero-party data  
records collected

conversion rate
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Running shoes and apparel retailer Fleet Feet has 
grown market share in a saturated vertical dominated 
by behemoths like Nike, ASICS, and others. They 
launched a loyalty app, powered by Cheetah Digital 
that synced to runner’s fitness trackers and supplied 
them with personalized shoe recommendations 
based on their running gait, the type surface they run 
on, and amount of miles they tackle. 

This hub collected both purchase and fitness activity 
data, creating a comprehensive customer profile 
that allowed the brand to deliver hyper-personalized, 
locally-driven opportunities to involve customers in 
their mission: to inspire the runner in everyone. 

Hyper-Personalized  
Product Recommendations

Fleet Feet

zero-party  
data records

new app downloads 
per month
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U.S. luxury department store Nordstrom launched a fragrance 
finder quiz to find customers their perfect fragrance. Whether 
they are buying for their home, themselves, or a gift for him or 
her, Nordstrom had participants covered by recommending the 
perfect scent.

In return for the hyper-personalized fragrance recommendation, 
participants were required to enter a small amount of PII data. 
This complemented by the psychographic data collected in 
the preferences quiz armed Nordstrom with the tools to deliver 
truly-personalized marketing and recommendations in future 
campaigns, with less dollars wasted on the all-too-familiar spray-
and-pray approach. 

Hyper-Personalized  
Fragrance Recommendations

Nordstrom

campaign entries

increase in 
ecommerce sales
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How Zero-Party  
Data Increases  
Email Engagement
Once you’ve applied the findings discussed, and loaded your database with 
marketable opt-ins, complemented by actionable psychographic data points, 
you’ll want to put it to work. We’re not going to get into the science of subject line 
length, call-to-action lexicon, or ideal placement here, as these drive important, but 
modest gains — and we’re looking to crush your email marketing KPIs.

Using zero-party data, you can truly personalize every single one of your 
customer’s journeys with your brand, and in turn exponentially increase 
engagement, and ultimately; revenue. The Cheetah Digital Engagement Data 
Platform lets you house all your data in a single, unified customer view — from 
there you can quickly and easily create dynamic email content harnessing the 
zero-party data you have captured. 

Email personalization that goes beyond merely a first name, but offers products 
your customer has expressed an interest in, that fit the budget they have told you 
they have — and this is just in the subject line and preview text. 

Once you’ve achieved that all-important open, your email copy can dynamically 
contain content that uses keywords that you know will elicit engagement from 
your customer — preferences insights, purchase motivations that they have 
explicitly told you.  

Taking email personalization beyond lumping consumers into large cohorts  
based on tired buyer personas and delivering true personalization.

email is preferred to 
SMS, push or direct mail

are more likely to engage 
with email marketing 
that is personalized
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The 25% of topline revenue that Cheetah Digital allocates to R&D is well 
spent. It offers an analytics environment for data exploration and scenario 

modeling. Cheetah Experiences works in concert with email programs to enable 
templatized interactive experiences for collecting zero-party data. The Customer 

Engagement Suite has continuously running AI models to proactively identify 
optimizations. Cheetah provides one of the largest and most capable professional 
services teams in the category. The largest, most demanding enterprises should 

confidently consider Cheetah Digital as either a self-service, hybrid service or 
agency partner; it can take on most any circumstance.”

-The Forrester Wave™:  
Email Marketing Service Providers, 2020 

“

https://www.cheetahdigital.com/report/cheetah-digital-named-email-service-provider-leader-forrester-2020
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The over 100-year-old optics brand Leupold & 
Stevens bulldozed its traditional email marketing 
techniques and turned to a strategy rooted in 
zero-party data. 

First they deployed a Cheetah Experiences-
powered sweepstakes and collected essential 
PII data like name and email address, but 
this was supplemented by an additional nine 
psychographic data points on each entrant to 
the sweepstakes. Actionable data like: product 
preferences; budget size; in which channel they 
planned to purchase; when they planned to buy; 
as well as the product feature most important to 
their purchase decision.

Uber-Personalized Email 
Leupold & Stevens

Phase One

entries in 3 weeks, 
600K+ psychographic 
data points collected.

Try a Sample Experience

https://xd.wayin.com/display/container/dc/c42e0e8d-7781-45a9-a54d-4847607ad702/details
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Uber-Personalized Email 
Leupold & Stevens

Instantly upon entry, Leupold & Stevens used the data 
collected to deploy hyper-personalized emails that elicited 
action. They used dynamic content, delivering over 50 potential 
email variations — using the entrant’s name in the subject line 
as well as the explicit dollar amount that the entrant revealed 
as their budget in the sweepstakes poll. The email content 
then suggested only products that met this specific budget.  

The copy supporting each recommended product in the email 
was also tailored to the exact features the entrant chose as 
most important to their purchase decision.  

They also went so far as using imagery in the email that 
aligned directly with the entrant’s intended use of the product, 
as well as CTAs that linked to product pages in the specific 
channels that the entrant said they wished to shop.

The result was the most successful ecommerce capable 
marketing email Leupold & Stevens had ever sent, both in 
terms of engagement as well as revenue booked.

Phase Two

open rate on automated 
emails sent immediately after 

entering the sweepstakes

click-through rate on 
hyper-personalized product 

recommendations
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Audience Building  
It Never Stops
Once you’ve applied the findings discussed, and loaded 
your database with marketable opt-ins, complemented by 
actionable psychographic data points, you’ll want to put it 
to work. We’re not going to get into the science of subject 
line length, call-to-action lexicon, or ideal placement here, 
as these drive important, but modest gains — and we’re 
looking to crush your email marketing KPIs.

Using zero-party data, you can truly personalize every 
single one of your customer’s journeys with your brand, 
and in turn exponentially increase engagement, and 
ultimately; revenue. The Cheetah Digital Engagement 
Data Platform lets you house all your data in a single, 
unified customer view — from there you can quickly 
and easily create dynamic email content harnessing the 
Your customers’ interests, preferences, motivations, and 
desires change and evolve over time. Maybe brogues are 
now prefered over sneakers or a child-friendly inclusive 
vacation over the busy city break.

With zero-party data, audience building and profiling never 
stops, it just evolves. Zero-party data helps you keep 
your data accurate, relevant, and up-to-date, because it’s 
coming directly from your audience.

Through interactive experiences your customers can 
actively give you the data points you need to keep your 
profiles relevant. Constantly enriching and replacing data 
points with both quality and quantity. So when things 
change, you’ll know.

When interacting with your customers on a regular basis, 
it’s best to avoid inconveniencing them with repeated 
questions and opt-ins. With experiences that harness 
progressive profiling capabilities, marketers can build a 
fuller profile for each customer by asking new questions 
gradually, over time, based on what we do or do not know 
about each individual customer. 

With progressive data capture, email marketers can 
gradually build out user profiles as they return to the same 
campaign. Show only unanswered questions to encourage 
completion. This will allow marketers to build richer profiles 
over time. When a known user returns to enter the same 
experience (when your experience is set up to accept daily 
or unlimited entries) all previously answered progressive 
fields will be hidden from the experience.

increase in marketing 
qualified leads through 

progressive profiling

increase in  
marketing opt-ins
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To fanfare the launch of Serengeti, a new TV series 
from Discovery, the brand teamed up with Jeep Grand 
Cherokee to launch an engaging sweepstakes, giving 
fans the chance to win $20K.

Promoted through a dedicated landing page hosted 
on its website, Discovery leveraged progressive data 
capture, featuring dropdown questions provided by 
Jeep where participants could select their product of 
interest. Once the user answered these, the questions 
were removed on all next visits, so the data entered the 
first time was kept clean and participants did not have to 
repeat their answers when they next entered.

To continue with their entry, fans were required to 
complete the second stage of the form by submitting a 
small amount of PII data, including their name, address, 
phone number, gender, date of birth, and cable provider.

Progressive Data Capture
Discovery, Inc.

entries

conversion rate
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Engagement Data 
Platform (EDP)
When a user has engaged with a sweepstakes, taken part in a poll, or 
entered their details in an Instagram story you need that data loaded 
directly into your marketing tools efficiently and seamlessly in real-
time — while the user is engaged, and your brand is front-and-center 
in their mind.

However, through a litany of internal data silos, inaccessible file 
formats and downright inefficient platform providers, it’s not 
uncommon to have to wait until a campaign has run its course 
before receiving the data. By which point your fickle customer has 
forgotten about you and your campaign. The lead has gone cold  
and your marketing spend was wasted. 

All the marketing opt-ins and psychographic data points collected 
through your innovative experiences are pushed instantly into the 
Engagement Data Platform. This customer data is integrated in 
real-time and housed in a single view with unparalleled analytics, 
insights, segmentation, actions, and intelligence. No hold up, and  
no silos, helping you improve efficiency and deliver ROI.

Cheetah Digital solves data, automation, and 
services needs comprehensively. Today’s 

Cheetah Digital combines several solutions 
from recent acquisitions brought to market 

as the Customer Engagement Suite. It 
consists of Cheetah Messaging for email 

and cross-channel marketing, Engagement 
Data Platform for data management and 

analytics, Cheetah Experiences for customer 
acquisition, and Cheetah Loyalty for customer 

retention. Forrester finds this vendor’s 
data collection, interface navigability, and 
reporting much improved from our 2018 

evaluation of the same functionality.” 
 The Forrester Wave™:  

Email Marketing Service Providers, 2020 

“

Download Free Forrester Wave

https://www.cheetahdigital.com/report/cheetah-digital-named-email-service-provider-leader-forrester-2020
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From here, marketers can deliver relevant, targeted email, 
as well as mobile, web, push, in-app, social, mobile wallet, 
and point-of-sale. These applications provide marketers the 
ability to drive consistent brand experiences and immersive 
cross-channel interactions to their customers, competitors 
customers and prospects.

This is not a CDP. The Engagement Data Platform 
empowers zero-party data marketers to deliver truly-
personalized, cross-channel communications, customer 
experiences, and loyalty programs all from one easy-to-use 
platform. Purpose-built to drive customer engagement, 
our platform enables end-to-end customer lifecycle 
management, driving revenue and customer lifetime value.

ContestsGiveaways

Experiences

Quizzes Social
Stories

Social
DisplaysChallenges

Video Landing 
Pages

In-Ad
Units

Content Data

WebsitesAd Units In Venue
Digital 
Screens

Branded
Mobile
Apps

Social
Networks

Out of
Home

First-Party Data Triggered Emails
Progressive Profiling
Personalized Content

1-To-1 Marketing

Zero-Party Data

UGC

How it Works

Forms Polls Surveys Promotions
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Cheetah Digital has and continues to offer all of our strategic 
partners extended Experiences, Loyalty, and Campaign Services 
assistance. Already we have been there for our Messaging 
clients where email deliverability support has been of greatest 
importance as they’ve responded to these extreme business 
needs. From multiple rush campaigns to dealing with a huge 
volume of Coronavirus notifications, Cheetah Digital has 
supported those making difficult decisions. 

Just because this is a time of extreme uncertainty we all can’t 
allow ourselves to panic. Keep determined and plan for the 
future — with great change comes great opportunity and a 
unique freedom to approach things in new ways. There awaits 
a changed world post-Coronavirus that will want to embrace 
the things that were enjoyed before, but it will be different. If at 
all possible take this disruption as a chance to pause and look 
at your role in your retail business, a pause you would never get 
otherwise. Review your tools, strategies and plans. Get strong, 
make good decisions, and be sure that when this is over you are 
informed and ready to make changes that put you in a better 
place. Look to the horizon and remember this too shall pass and 
your customers will want to spend again. 

*Cheetah Digital partnered with Econsultancy to conduct research 
around how consumers feel about loyalty, privacy, and control of their 
data. All stats referenced in this resource are from that research.  
Find out more here.

Cheetah Digital 
is here to help

https://www.cheetahdigital.com/consumer-pov-webinar-econsultancy

